We prove the uniqueness of the supersymmetric Salam-Sezgin (Minkowski) 4 ×S 2 ground state among all nonsingular solutions with a four-dimensional Poincaré, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter symmetry. We construct the most general solutions with an axial symmetry in the two-dimensional internal space, and show that included amongst these is a family that is non-singular away from a conical defect at one pole of a distorted 2-sphere. These solutions admit the interpretation of 3-branes with positive tension.
Introduction
There has recently been a revival of interest in the six-dimensional gauged supergravity model of Salam and Sezgin, which has long been known to admit a (Minksowki) 4 × S 2 supersymmetric vacuum [1] , and to have potentially interesting applications in cosmology [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . On the theoretical side, it was recently found that this is one of the very few supergravity models that admits a fully consistent Pauli-type reduction on a coset space.
Specifically, it was shown that it admits such a consistent reduction on S 2 , yielding a chiral four-dimensional N = 1 supergravity coupled to an SU (2) Yang-Mills multiplet and a scalar multiplet [8] . It was also shown that there exists an extended family of supersymmetric AdS 3 × S 3 vacua, with a parameter characterising the degree of squashing of the S 3 , which in an appropriate limit reduce (locally) to the (Minkowski) 4 × S 2 vacuum [9] . On the phenomenological side, the current interest in large extra dimensions favours six-dimensional models, and the Salam-Sezgin model has featured in recent studies (see [6, 7] , and references therein).
The Salam-Sezgin model as it stands, being chiral, is anomalous. These anomalies can be cancelled by the inclusion of additional matter multiplets [10] [11] [12] . A surprising feature of the six-dimensional model is that has a positive scalar potential and this fact has hindered attempts to obtain it from higher-dimensional models such as eleven-dimensional supergravity or ten-dimensional string theory. (Recently, in [13] , it was shown that the bosonic sector of the Salam-Sezgin model can be obtained via a generalised dimensional reduction from D = 7.)
In this letter, we shall show that the remarkable supersymmetric background found by Salam and Sezgin is in fact unique among all non-singular backgrounds with fourdimensional Poincaré, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter invariance. Thus any four-dimensional model based on the Salam-Sezgin theory must necessarily be supersymmetric unless 3branes are included, as, for example, introduced in [7] by inserting conical defects at the north and south poles of the 2-sphere. By contrast with many compactifications, such as those of Calabi-Yau type, which have many moduli coresponding to flat supersymmetrypreserving diretions in the relevant effective potential, the Salam-Sezgin vacuum has just one free parameter, which may be taken to be the expectation value of the dilaton field.
Although the full SO(3) rotational symmetry of the 2-sphere is broken by the presence of the conical defects in the 3-branes introduced in [7] , the solutions are still axisymmetric. We construct the most general Poincaré-invariant axisymmetric solution, and find that within this class there exist additional 3-brane solutions (first constructed, in a general framework, in [14] ) with conical defects and positive tension, in which the local geometry of the 2-sphere is modified from the usual round S 2 geometry, and the dilaton field is no longer constant.
The Einstein equations in these solutions force the existence of conical defects, without the necessity of introducing additional delta-function sources in the equations. By contrast with the 3-branes introduced in [7] , which retain supersymmetry in the bulk, in our new solutions supersymmetry is broken in the bulk.
Following earlier suggestions [7, 10] , one may incorporate additional six-dimensional gauge fields in the solutions These modify the Dirac quantisation condition in a way which is different from the modification required for the conical defects introduced in [7] . In particular, if the supergravity U (1) field has non-trivial mixing with the additional gauged sector, we are still able to obtain 3-brane solutions with positive tension.
The new 3-brane solutions have a non-constant dilaton field, but are nevertheless apparently consistent with the suggestion of [7] that the 3-brane dilaton coupling should vanish.
Proof of Uniqueness
The bosonic sector of the six-dimensional N = (1, 0) gauged Einstein-Maxwell supergravity is described by the Lagrangian [1, 15] 
, and we place a hat on the six-dimensional metric. (We use conventions where * ω ∧ ω = (1/p!) ω M 1 ···Mp ω M 1 ···Mp * 1l for any p-form ω.)
Here g is the gauge-coupling constant, and the fermions all carry charge g in their minimal coupling to the U (1) gauge field A (1) . The bosonic equations of motion following from (2.1)
Note that the dimensionful coupling constant g can be rescaled at will by adding a constant to φ, together with compensating rescalings of the other fields [8] .
It has long been known that this theory admits a solution of the form (Minkowski) 4 ×S 2 , and furthermore, that this solution has N = 1 supersymmetry in the four-dimensional spacetime [1] . In what follows, we shall demonstrate that the supersymmetric Salam-Sezgin solution is in fact the only one with four-dimensional Poincaré, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter invariance and a smooth, non-singular, two-dimensional, compact internal space Y .
We shall do so by first showing that the cosmological constant for the four-dimensional maximally-symmetric spacetime vanishes. Then, we shall show that every solution must admit a rotational Killing vector acting on the internal space, and then we exhibit explicitly all such axisymmetric solutions. The only non-singular one is that of Salam and Sezgin, but there are also non-supersymmetric solutions with conical singularities, which may be interpreted as containing 3-branes. Thus in this case, non-singularity together with Poincaré, de
Sitter or anti-de Sitter invariance implies Poincaré supersymmetry, and in order to break supersymmetry one must introduce 3-branes.
The most general ansatz for a configuration with four-dimensional maximal symmetry is
where ds 2 2 = g mn dy m dy n is the metric on the internal space Y , W (y) is a warp factor, and ds 2 4 is a four-dimensional Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter metric. In the obvious tangent frame, the components of the six-dimensional Ricci tensor are given bŷ
where R µν and R ab are the tangent-frame components of the Ricci tensor for the fourdimensional spacetime and the internal space, and ∇ a is the covariant derivative on Y .
Our assumptional of maximal four-dimensional symmetry implies that we shall have R µν = Λ η µν .
TheR µν and φ equations become, from (2.2),
5)
It follows that
Integrating over the compact internal manifold Y , we immediately see that Λ Y W 2 = 0 and hence the cosmological constant must vanish.
Having established that the four-dimensional metric is flat, we now have
Assuming as before that the internal space Y is complete and non-singular, and that φ and 
where q is a magnetic charge.
Because Y is two-dimensional, we have R mn = K g mn , where K = K(y) is the Gauss curvature. The R mn equation becomes
The tracefree part gives 12) which shows that ∇ m W 2 is a conformal Killing vector on Y . It then follows that
is a Killing vector on Y , which is orthogonal to the level sets of W (and hence φ).
By integrating the trace of (2.11) over Y , one finds that
and hence the Euler number must be positive. Since we are assuming that Y is complete, orientable and non-singular, it follows that we must have χ = 2 and Y must be topologically S 2 . Moreover, the Killing vector field K m must have circular orbits with two fixed points, that is, M m is a rotational Killing vector and Y has axial symmetry. The most general metric can therefore be written in the form
where W and a are functions only of ρ. The equations of motion then take the form
16)
where the dot signifies a derivative with respect to ρ. These equations can be derived from the Lagrangian If W and φ are smooth functions at the origin a = 0 of the polar coordinate system (ρ, ψ), which we can take to be at ρ = 0, then it is evident that the integration constant k must vanish. In appendix A, we construct the most general solutions with non-vanishing k. Here, we focus on the regular case, with k = 0. The local solutions with k = 0 were written down in [14] . They have φ = 4 log W , with
The constants r 0 and r 1 are given by
(2.20)
If r 1 = r 0 , then setting r = r 0 tan 1 2 θ one obtains W = 1, φ = 0 and ds 2 2 = 1 4 r 2 0 (dθ 2 + sin 2 θ dψ 2 ) , (2.21) which is the round S 2 metric of the Salam-Sezgin solution. As we shall see in detail in the next section, this is the only completely regular solution. Our proof of the uniqueness is thus complete.
3-Brane Solutions
When r 0 = r 1 , one finds that if ψ ∈ [0, 2π), then Y is smooth at r = 0 but has a conical singularity at r = ∞, with deficit angle δ given by
This conical singularity represents a 3-brane with positive tension if r 1 > r 0 , and negative tension if r 1 < r 0 . The field F (2) can be written locally in terms of the 1-form potential
This is well-behaved as r goes to infinity, but not at the origin. Performing the gauge transformation A 1 −→ A 1 + d(4ψ/q) gives a potential which is regular near the origin, and so single-valuedness of the fermionic fields requires that the Dirac quantisation condition
must be satisfied, where N is an integer. Equivalently, the flux
is quantised in units of 1/(2g).
From (2.20) it follows that the deficit angle at r = ∞ is given by
and that the ratio r 1 /r 0 is quantised
This implies that the 3-brane tension is necessarily non-negative.
Solutions With Additional Gauge Fields
In [7] , following earlier work of [10] , the 2-form supporting the solution was taken to be a linear combination of the supergravity 2-form F (2) that we have been using thus far, and a U (1) subgroup of an additional Yang-Mills gauge sector F I (2) in the six-dimensional theory. Thus now
where β is the mixing angle, and T 0 denotes the U (1) generator within the Yang-Mills sector. There are now two Dirac quantisation conditions, associated with the requirement of single-valuedness for the supergravity and gauge-sector fermions respectively:
where g ′ is the relevant gauge coupling constant in the Yang-Mills sector, and N and N ′ are integers.
Using (2.20), we can re-express these conditions as
3)
The first equation can always be solved, provided that r 1 > r 0 , which implies, as we said before, that the 3-brane will have positive tension. The second equation may then be regarded as determining g ′ . Note that these Dirac quantisation conditions differ from those obtained in [8] , where, following [7] , conical deficits 2π ǫ were introduced at the north and south poles of a round S 2 . In that case, the analogous quantisation conditions were [8] cos
The special cases β = 0 and β = 1 2 π were obtained earlier in [7] . It was noted in [8] that the first equation in (4.4) could not be satisfied for any integer N when | cos β| = 1 or 0, unless ǫ was taken to be negative; in other words the 3-brane tension had to be negative.
It is striking that in the case of the 3-branes we are discussing in this paper, no analogous difficulty arises.
3-Brane/Dilaton Coupling
In [7] , 3-branes were introduced into the Salam-Sezgin model by inserting conical deficits at the north and south poles of the 2-sphere, with the dilaton being independent of the coordinates on S 2 . The 3-brane action was taken to be
where γ µν =ĝ M N ∂ µ X M ∂ ν X N is the induced metric on the 3-brane. 1 In the detailed calculations in [7] , the 3-brane/dilaton coupling λ was taken to be zero.
In the more general solutions (2.19) obtained in this paper, 3-branes arise naturally when r 1 = r 0 . In these solutions the dilaton is not constant, and this allows us to make qualitative statements about the 3-brane/dilaton coupling. For positive-tension 3-branes, i.e. r 1 > r 0 , the dilaton decreases from its value at the origin as one aproaches the 3-brane at r = ∞. Conversely, if the tension is negative, i.e. r 1 < r 0 , the dilaton increases as the 3-brane at r = ∞ is approached. The fact that in our solutions φ is a smooth function without singularities is consistent with the idea that the 3-brane/dilaton coupling λ is in fact zero, as proposed in [7] , because otherwise one would expect singular behaviour near the 3-brane from the delta-function in the dilaton equation arising from the contribution (5.1) to the action.
Modulus and Breathing Mode
Our proof of uniqueness shows that the Salam-Sezgin ground state has just one modulus, namely the value of φ 0 . One can consider solutions in which the radius of the 2-sphere varies in space and time, with the six-dimensional fields taking the forms dŝ 2 6 = e 1 2 (φ 1 +φ 2 ) ds 2 4 + e − 1 2 (φ 1 +φ 2 ) g mn dy m dy n ,
where ǫ (2) is the volume-form of the metric g mn dy m dy n on S 2 , which we normalise to R mn = 8g 2 g mn . Substituting into the higher dimensional action, which is a valid procedure since this dimensional reduction is trivially consistent, yields the four-dimensional action
The potential in (6.2) was first derived, in the purely time-dependent case, in [2] , and some cosmological applications were given in [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The field φ 2 plays the role of a breathing mode (or "radion"). Its mass M KK is given by
where φ 0 denotes the expectation value of the massless "modulus scalar" φ 1 . As pointed out in [8] , all Kaluza-Klein modes have masses set by the mass of this radion field.
The general solution can be taken, without loss of generality, to be given by e −x = q √ 2 λ 1 cosh λ 1 (η − η 1 ) , e −y = 2 √ 2 g λ 2 cosh λ 2 (η − η 2 ) , z = λ 3 η , (A.7)
The metric and dilaton are therefore given by dŝ 2 6 = W 2 dx µ dx µ + a 2 W 8 dη 2 + a 2 dψ 2 , e φ = W 4 e 2λ 3 η , (A.8)
where W and a are given by
The solutions in section 2 that are regular at the origin correspond to taking λ 3 = 0, and hence λ 1 = λ 2 . This solution, in the form (2.19), is obtained by setting λ 1 = λ 2 = 1 , r = r 1 e η−η 1 , e η 1 −η 2 = 4g q .
(A.10)
